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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 
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“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  
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wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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“Magi: Stargazers” 

Dr. Jay Howell 
Matthew 2:1-2 

December 3, 2023 

 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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Matthew 2:1-2 
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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 
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 Today as we begin the season of Advent, we start a new series looking at what I suppose 
might ultimately be an untraditional focus for a season like Advent, even if it feels pretty familiar: 
the Magi, also known as the “wise men.”  

 We’ll talk a lot about them in just a moment, but in general our hope is that we consider 
what this group of people, these Magi might show us about what it means to seek Christ during a 
season like Christmas. This is a season in which we speak so much about how we wait for Christ, 
how we hope for Christ, and rightfully so. This is also a season in which we speak of how Christ 
is revealed, how God is revealed in Christ, the Incarnation, this central miracle of the Christian 
faith, through which we see the eternal God of the cosmos, of eternity, fully in the flesh. 

 But alongside all this talk of Christ coming, of our waiting for Christ, and of Christ being 
revealed, what does it mean to seek Christ in this season? I think the Magi might have something 
to say about that. Let’s go to God’s Word together, Matthew 2:1-2. In the time of King Herod, 
after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, magi from the east came to Jerusalem, asking, 
“Where is the child who has been born king of the Jews? For we observed his star in the east 
and have come to pay him homage.”  The Word of the Lord. Thanks be to God. Will you pray 
with me? Holy God, we thank you this day for how you have made yourself known to us: in 
creation, by your Spirit, in Scripture, and most of all through your Son Jesus Christ, the Word. 
We pray for your presence to be among us this day, that you would open our eyes to hear your 
Word, and that you would give us hearts eager to seek him. And for the Word spoken and heard 
today, may it not be mine but yours. Amen. 

 After Jesus had been born, far away to the East, a group of, well, mysterious figures 
mobilize and head out for Judea, seeking out this child who had been born in Bethlehem. They 
were called Magi, or “wise men,” but they’re honestly a bit shrouded in mystery. 

 If you’ve been around a Christmas pageant or a nativity set much, then you may be familiar 
with the Magi already. Usually, three bearded men in long colorful robes, gathered around the 
Christ child and Mary and Joseph, something like that. But just who were they? And what do they 
have to do with Christmas? 
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 The Magi, or often called “the wise men,” have mysterious origins, but a plausible 
background is that they hailed from present day Iran, or maybe India, or even Arabia. One way 
or another, these were people of some degree of learning and study, but not just education. They 
were mystics, astrologers. Some might even call them sorcerers. The word “Magi,” which is the 
Greek word translated as “wise men” to begin with, is often translated as “sorcerers” or 
“magicians.” It’s the word we get the actual word “magic” from, for that matter. So what do they 
have to do with Christmas? Here’s the shocking answer: not that much. Yes, you heard me right. 
Why not? Well because they weren’t there.  

 Hear how the passage talks about them. The beginning of Matthew 2 is the first we hear of 
them, and what has already happened by this point in Matthew’s Gospel? Christ has already been 
born, end of Matthew 1. Luke 2 gives the account of his actual birth with the shepherds and the 
angels and all that, but even over there, no mention of wise men or Magi.  

 Matthew 2 starts: “In the time of King Herod, after Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea, 
wise men [or Magi] from the East came to Jerusalem.” Did you catch the timeline there? After 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem. Some translations render it as “when Jesus was born in Bethlehem,” 
but even then, the Magi just start their journey, and even then they don’t immediately go to 
Bethlehem. They go to Jerusalem. It doesn’t even look like they got there immediately soon after 
Jesus’ birth, but possibly months, maybe a couple of years. 

 There are a few other markers in subsequent verses pointing to this too, and if this is really 
rocking your world, let’s talk more. Point being: the Magi weren’t there when Jesus was born and 
laid in a manger. For some, this is old news, and you’ve gotten past this. For others, you’re looking 
at me slackjawed, “Are you kidding me, preacher? You mean to tell me that all those nativity sets 
I’ve looked at my whole life have been wrong?” Well, yeah, kinda, but don’t beat yourself up 
about it. I’m not calling for a purging of all your household nativity sets. Something Frances does 
that I kind of like is with a nativity set, she’ll put the wise men a bit farther away over to the side, 
as if they’re on their way. But even still you might be wondering, “So what else about the Magi 
isn’t true that I just assumed was true?” 

 Well, for one, there’s nothing saying there were three of them. You know, the three wise 
men. “We three kings.” Never says that. The notion of three wise men came about because there 
were three kinds of gifts that were brought: gold, frankincense, and myrrh, so presumably one 
wise man brought one kind of gift each, so too bad for the one who got stuck with gold while the 
other two had lightweight gifts. But no reason there had to be three, just that there were more than 
one of them. Could have been three. Could have been three dozen. It just doesn’t say. 

 I’ve probably deconstructed things enough for one day, because whether you already knew 
that little secret about the Magi or whether this was a bombshell revelation dropped on you today 
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and you’ll never look at a nativity set the same, everyone may be wondering, “Okay, if the Magi 
really don’t have that much to do with Jesus’ birth, then why on earth are we talking about them 
in the lead up to Christmas?” For the same reason the birth of a child in some backwater town got 
this group of learned, “wise” people to travel thousands of miles in order to find him: Because 
they saw a star in the sky. 

 The way Matthew tells the story makes an amazing thing seem somewhat trivial. The scene 
doesn’t start in far off wherever, with these Magi peering into a telescope and look up astonished 
at what they find. They’re already in Jerusalem before we find out why they’ve set out that far. 
They ask King Herod where the child who was born King of the Jews. And how do they know 
this? Because, they say, they have seen “his star at its rising.” Plenty of theories as to what that 
could have meant. Maybe during that period of time there was a peculiar alignment of stars or 
planets making it seem like there was one larger, brighter star. Maybe what we would label a 
supernova appeared. Or maybe a comet. Begs also the question that whatever the astronomy was, 
how would they have interpreted it to signify the birth of the King of the Jews? Matthew doesn’t 
give us these details. All we know is that these Magi traveled a great distance to seek out this new 
king. 

 I remember in middle school, I had a math teacher who was an amateur astronomer. He 
even organized a class field trip late in the year when it got dark earlier. I forgot what was 
happening in the astronomy world, but it was enough to get the parents and the kids out to one 
family’s farm away from the city, later in the evening in the cold to peer through this telescope. 
It was pretty cool stuff. To really catch glimpses of stars that are farther away or dimmer in the 
night sky, you can’t just tilt the telescope up and take a picture. The telescope actually has to 
move slowly in order to track a star as it goes across the night sky, just for the sake of longer 
exposure. And thinking back, I suppose I can imagine why the movements of the celestial bodies 
might appeal to a math teacher. There’s predictability in them, in their circuits above. But also, 
plenty to explore and discover too. But I remember that night out in that field feeling something 
else. There was something, well, universal about it. What people in all of human history hasn’t 
looked upward and felt some kind of inspiration from it? What people hasn’t ascribed some kind 
of meaning to these great lights in the night sky? And many years ago, at least to the notice of 
these Magi far to the East, the stars, these universal signs of inspiration and wonder, were saying 
something different. 

The notion of revelation, when it comes to God, is a big topic. How does God reveal 
himself? Not to dive in too deep, but your typical theologian is going to recognize Christ himself 
as this central, pure revelation of God, God in the flesh, the Incarnation, but then testifying to that 
revelation are other particular ones, singular among them being Scripture, the inspired Word of 
God testifying to, bearing witness to the good news of Christ. But then it can get a bit expansive. 
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As the Psalm told us, the very heavens testify to the glory of God, so to some degree, creation 
itself reveals God’s glory, but not so fully as to say that that tree outside is God himself, or even 
that creation in its totality is God. But at least at this point in time, the heavens were saying 
something specific, in a different way.  

It’s like this. A week ago we were driving back from Thanksgiving with family out of town. 
Longer drive. But same day as all the rivalry games in college football, so I wanted to listen to 
the games. So first we tried finding them on the radio. Catch is, all those preset channels that we 
might have here in Knoxville aren’t the same. Hard to find out on the fly which games are on 
which frequencies, made even more complicated as your driving from one place to another and 
one frequency’s range might overlap with another one in another city. The revelation, you might 
say, of those games was limited. Long story short, we ended up finding the games on streaming 
radio on our phones instead. 

But what if there was some emergency broadcast, some national emergency? What would 
happen? It’d go out on all channels in all places. If the news were big enough, it’d be broadcast 
across the board. The news of Christ’s birth was so big that it was being broadcast across all 
frequencies, in the very stars themselves, in a way beyond ordinary, in a way outside the usual 
channels. And these Magi saw it and sought it out. 

Friends, Christmas may or may not be familiar territory for you. For many, this season can 
be a welcome return to a time of cheer, for others, it can be a time of some trepidation due to all 
the things that inevitably have to get done, but it’s nevertheless familiar. Sometimes it can be so 
familiar that a season that should be about the powerful self-revelation of God, of anticipating 
God’s arrival in the flesh in Christ Jesus, is instead more about checking the boxes. Go to this 
concert there. Go to that Christmas party there. Hear these songs in this setting, light the candles, 
and hope for a good night’s sleep. Nothing wrong with those. They can just end up sounding like 
the usual channels, so to speak. They can get so familiar that we can miss the amazing claim that 
God has come to dwell among us. The powerful hope within the story of these Magi shows us 
that the good news of Christ is not just for the usual channels, but will break out in unexpected 
ways, and still does. 

What is it in your life right now that’s different, that’s out of the ordinary? Could be 
something great, could be something troubling or stressful. Whatever it might be, could it be God 
saying something in a powerful and different way? Could this be Christ coming into your life in 
a way outside the usual channels? Like a telescope in a field you might have to focus on it for a 
while, but if you did, what would happen if, like the Magi, you had the courage to seek out the 
Lord in a manner unlike anything you’ve done before? You might be surprised in the joy of what 
you find.  In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen. 


